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Abstract
The SIP User Agent profile delivery framework describes how a User
Agent can retrieve its data using a variety of protocols and defines
a SIP event package for notifications of changes to those profiles.
This document extends that event package to support XCAP (XML
Configuration Access Protocol).
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Introduction
The SIP [RFC3261] User Agent profile delivery framework [I-D.ietfsipping-config-framework] describes how a User Agent (UA) can
retrieve its data using a variety of protocols. The framework also
defines a SIP event package [RFC3265] for notifications of changes to
those profiles. This document extends that event package to support
XCAP (XML Configuration Access Protocol) [I-D.ietf-simple-xcap].
XCAP is a usage of HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol) [RFC2616] which
defines structure of the HTTP URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) to
represent a specific document hierarchy. XCAP URIs consist of the
document root, the Application Unique ID (AUID), the XCAP User
Identifier (XUI), plus additional optional elements for selecting XML
nodes within an XML document. The mandatory components point to a
specific XCAP document. For example:
http://xcap.example.com/root/resource-lists/users/joe
|-------------v-------------||------v------||---v---|
document root
AUID
XUI
This document extends the UA profile change event package with two
new Event header parameters. These allow a UA to subscribe to change
notification for a specific XCAP AUID or document.

2.

Requirements Terminology
Keywords "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT" and
"MAY" that appear in this document are to be interpreted as described
in [RFC2119].

3.

New Event Package Parameters
This document extends the event package defined in Section 7 of
[I-D.ietf-sipping-config-framework] with the following two new
parameters for the Event header: "document" and "auid". These

parameters are for use in both SUBSCRIBE and NOTIFY requests. The
motivation for these new parameters is in support of XCAP, but they
may be used with other suitable protocols.
The "document" parameter is used to specify a relative URI for a
specific profile document that the user agent wishes to retrieve and
for which it wishes to receive change notification. It can be used
with any of the profile-types. The document parameter is useful for
profile content like XCAP [I-D.ietf-simple-xcap] where there is a
well defined URI schema and the user agent knows the specific content
that it wants. This provides a filtering mechanism to restrict the
content to be retrieved and for which change notification is to be
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received. (The size of the content is important in limited bandwidth
environments.) The "document" parameter value syntax is a quoted
string. The values for the "document" parameter are defined as part
of the profile data format, which is out of scope for this document.
To use the "document" parameter, the profile data format, must also
define a URI path schema. For more details on the use of this
package and the "document" parameter with XCAP see Section 4. The
"document" parameter MAY be set in SUBSCRIBE requests for any of the
profile types. It is ignored in all other messages. In the
following ABNF EQUAL and quoted-string are defined in [RFC3261].
Document

=

"document" EQUAL quoted-string

The "auid" parameter MAY be set when the "profile-type" parameter
value is "application". The "auid" indicates that the user agent
wishes to retrieve the profile data or URI and change notification
for the application profile data for the specific application
indicated in the value of the "auid" parameter. Like the "document"
parameter, the "auid" parameter provides a filtering mechanism on the
profile content. The "auid" parameter value is a quoted string. The
values for the "auid" parameter are defined as part of the profile
data format to be used with XCAP (see [I-D.ietf-simple-xcap] ), which
is out of scope for this document. The "auid" parameter has meaning
only in SUBSCRIBE requests when the "profile-type" Event header
parameter is set to "application". When used with XCAP it is not
necessary to set both the "document" and "auid" parameters in a
SUBSCRIBE request as the document path will also include the
application auid. The "auid" parameter is ignored if it conflicts
with the parameter "document" path. The "auid" parameter is ignored

in all other messages.
AUID

=

"auid" EQUAL quoted-string

SUBSCRIBE request Event header example:
Event: ua-profile;profile-type="user";
document="user-aor/";
vendor="premier";model="trs8000";version="5.5"
The following table shows the use of these new Event header
parameters in SUBSCRIBE requests for the four profile types:
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profile-type || device | user | application | local-network
===========================================================
document
||
o
| o
|
o
|
o
auid
||
|
|
o
|
m - mandatory
s - SHOULD be provided
o - optional
Non-specified means that the parameter has no meaning and
should be ignored.

4.

Relationship of XCAP with the Data Model
The UA profile delivery framework [I-D.ietf-sipping-config-framework]
describes a rough data model with profile types that can correspond
to profile information related to the local-network, devices, users,
and applications. Because XCAP defines a specific hierarchy for how
documents are organized, it is necessary to discuss how that
organization relates to the data model described in the profile
delivery framework.

When a user or device enrolls with a SUBSCRIBE request, the request
URI will contain identifying information for that user or device.
This identity is mapped to an XCAP User ID (XUID) based on an
implementation specific mapping. The "profile-type" along with the
"auid" Event header parameters specify the specific XCAP application
usage.
In particular, when the Event header parameter "profile-type" is
"application", the "auid" MAY be included to contain the XCAP
Application Unique ID (AUID). When the "profile-type" is
"application", but the "auid" parameter is absent, this specifies
that the user wishes to SUBSCRIBE to all documents for all
application usages associated with the user in the request-uri. This
provides a convenient way for a single subscription to be used to
obtain all application data. The XCAP root is determined by a local
mapping.
When the "profile-type" is "device", or "user" or "local-network",
this maps to an AUID and document selector for representing device,
user and local-network data, respectively. The mapping is a matter
of local policy. This allows different providers to use different
XCAP application usages and document schemas for representing these
profiles, without having to configure the device with the specific
AUID which is being used.
Furthermore, when the "document" attribute is present and used with
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XCAP, it identifies a specific document that is being requested. The
"document" attribute specifies a relative path from the XCAP root
[I-D.ietf-simple-xcap]. That is the "document" attribute is an XCAP
Document Selector expressed as a relative path to the XCAP root.
5.

Example Usage
For example, consider a phone with an instance ID of
urn:uuid:00000000-0000-0000-0000-0003968cf920. To obtain its device
profile, it generates a SUBSCRIBE that contains the following
Request-Line and Event header: (Note that line folding of the
Request-URI is illegal in SIP. The Request URI is shown broken
across the first 3-lines here only due to formatting limitations of
IETF documents.)

SUBSCRIBE
sip:urn%3auuid%3a00000000-0000-0000-0000-0003968cf920@example.com
SIP/2.0
Event: ua-profile;profile-type=device;Vendor="vendor2"
;Model="1";Version="2.2.2"
If the profile data is stored in an XCAP server, the profile delivery
server maps the "device" profile to an application usage and document
selector based on local policy. The user ID, in the case of a device
profile, could be the device ID which is identified in the user part
of the SUBSCRIBE URI. Assume the XCAP server uses an XCAP root
directory of: http://xcap.example.com/root. Local policy provides a
mapping for the AUID "vendor2-device-data" based upon the "vendor"
parameter and a document called "index" within the user directory,
the corresponding HTTP URI for the document would be: (Note that this
URI is only one line; it is split across lines due to formatting
limitations of IETF documents.)

http://xcap.example.com/root/vendor2-device-data/
urn%3auuid%3a00000000-0000-0000-0000-0003968cf920/index
The returned user profile would typically specify the user identity
(as a SIP AOR) and his or her application-usages. From that, the
device can enroll to learn about its application data. To learn
about all of the data, the UA sends a subscription with the
application profile-type and no AUID:

SUBSCRIBE sip:alice@example.com SIP/2.0
Event: ua-profile;profile-type=application;Vendor="vendor2";
Model="1";Version="2.2.2"
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The server maps the SIP Request URI to an XUI (alice, for example)
and the xcap root based on local policy. If there are two AUIDs,
"resource-lists" [I-D.ietf-simple-xcap-list-usage] and "rls-services"
[I-D.ietf-simple-xcap-list-usage], this would result in a
subscription to all documents within:

http://xcap.example.com/root/rls-services/alice

http://xcap.example.com/root/resource-lists/alice
The user would not be subscribed to the global data for these two
application usages, since that data is not important for users.
However, the user/device could be made aware that it needs to
subscribe to a specific document. In that case, its subscribe would
look like:

SUBSCRIBE sip:user-aor@example.com SIP/2.0
Event: ua-profile;profile-type=application;auid="resource-lists";
Vendor="vendor2";Model="1";Version="2.2.2"
this would result in a subscription to the single global document for
resource-lists.
In some cases, these subscriptions are to a multiplicity of
documents. In that case, the notification format will need to be one
which can indicate what document has changed. This includes content
indirection, but also the xcap diff format [I-D.ietf-simple-xcapdiff].
6.

IANA Considerations
This specification registers two new Event header parameters and
updates the corresponding event package as defined in [RFC3265].
following information required for this registration:

The

Package Name: ua-profile
Published Document: RFC XXXX (Note to RFC Editor: Please fill in
XXXX with the RFC number of this specification).
Person to Contact: Daniel Petrie dan.ietf AT SIPez DOT com
Additional event header parameters: document, auid
7.

Security Considerations
Profiles may contain sensitive data such as user credentials and
personal information. The security considerations of this document
are identical to those of the framework [I-D.ietf-sipping-config-
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Implementors should also carefully read the security

considerations of XCAP [I-D.ietf-simple-xcap] as well.
Subscribers implementing this specification MUST implement either
HTTP or HTTPS. Subscribers also MUST implement the hash verification
scheme described in SIP content indirection [I-D.ietf-sip-contentindirect-mech]. SIP profile delivery servers MUST implement both
HTTP and HTTPS, and SHOULD implement a SIP Authentication Service as
described in the SIP Identity mechanism [I-D.ietf-sip-identity]. All
SIP entities are already required to implement SIP Digest
authentication [RFC3261].
8.
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